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From April on the NBBR processes will be extended with the following programs. As usual, all 
programs follow the NBBR principles, such as the non-funding applications policy.

Legal Counselling: 
Every  Tuesday  politically  committed  lawyers  engage  in  the  NBBR  preparation  processes  by 
offering legal counselling for participants of the NBBR legal courses. The legal counselling is based 
on the applicable german national laws and their limitations. 
The counselling takes place every tuesday, 6-8 p.m. Previsionary the counselling will take place at 
the NBBR Office at NewYorck im Bethanien.

Collective Counselling:
The collective counselling take the regular legal counselling beyond the limitations of the german 
law.  Collective  in  this  context  refers  to  a  round  of  participant  who  all  together  participate  in 
practical exchange to address concrete alternative strategies of legal and political solutions. In this 
process activists can put the law into question based on the individual and/or collective strategies 
they want to engage on their case.
The Collective Counselling Sessions take place every friday at  5 p.m. Also previsionary taking 
place at the NBBR Office at NewYorck im Bethanien. 

Legal Course Program:
The  legal  Course  Program is  in  it's  3rd cycle.  The  fourth  Cycle,  starting  in  May,  will  include 
additional seminars and interdisciplinary workshops such as  on „Medical  Care for People with 
excluding legal status“ (by the Medibüro), „Occupational Rights“,  „Rights of Women LGTBIQ and 
Asylum“, „Asylum process from application until 'Asylfolgeantrag'“ and „Freedom of Movement, 
Human Rights  Remedies  and Redress“.  Some of  the  many topics,  which connect  the  different 
seminars and is thus looked at from different perspectives are: Health care and it's legal, social and 
political implications in various situations likewise the deportation and destitution policy of the 
asylum  procedure.   The  Legal  Course  Program  can  be  downloaded/seen  here: 
http://nbbrlegalseminars.blogsport.eu/courseplan/

The above mentioned programs are complementary and work closely together. 

Monthly Neighborhood-forum:
The monthly Neighborhood-forum will finally go on: the next date is Saturday, the 26th of April, 
from 11-19h. The program will include different discussions concerning topics within the Kiez and 
the NBBR preparational process.  Updates on the NBBR political  process (i.e.:  Networking and 
Documentation Tour, political campaigns) will also be given. More Information will be available on 
the NBBR Blog soon. There will be  vegan brunch, food for all, drinks and cake.

Documentation and Networking Tour
The weekly meetings with take place in different  Lagers to  document the situation within and 
outside  the  Lagers.  Furthermore  it  facilitates  networking  and  strengthens  solidarity  among  the 
initiatives within the Lagers. Additionally, on-site legal counselling is being arranged with lawyers 

http://nbbrlegalseminars.blogsport.eu/courseplan/


ready to consult from within the Lagers. 

Petition for the realisation of the NBBR Physical Assembly Space under Open Sky...
… to support the sharing of already existing infrastructures and the building of new ones in order to 
create a safer space which is accessible for everyone, independent of legal and social status, race 
and gender  constructions amongst  others,  in  the  Kreuzberg 36 Kiez.  To guarantee  the  right  to 
political organisation, self re-presentation and general participation the assembly space under open 
sky should provide the security that administrational and police controls cannot be simply executed. 
The physical camp is build as an platform for socio-political exchange where activists of the NBBR 
process  together  with Kreuzberger_innen enjoy the constitutional  right  of assembly within that 
established safe space.One way to realise this is to secure the camp as an constitutional assembly. 
To support this afford, the petition (link) is launched to build up and maintain a physical space that 
can be accessed 24/7 for political campaigning, exchange and organisation. For this the signatures 
of at least 1000 Kreuzberger_innen are needed.  As the program is not only directed to Kreuzberg-
inhabitants we also call upon everybody, individuals, groups, collectives and organisations to sign 
the  petition  both  in  support  of  the  Kreuzber_innen  and  the  24/7  organisational  space  and 
infrastructures.
Please  feel  free  to  spread the  word  and support  the  collection  of  signatures.  The  Petition  can 
accessed and printed out here: http://nobordercampberlinreloaded.blogsport.eu/press-releases/

Bicycle-Network Building Workshops 
Because public transport being not viable and insecure because of high prices as well as attacks by 
both  police  and  racist  citizens  ,  the  alternative  of  cycling  must  be  promoted  and  brought  to 
productive use through the regular bike repair skill sharing/ training workshops. The workshops are 
directed to NBBR program participants and the building of a bicycle network. The program also 
includes seminars of various topics related to theory, social history and environmental aspects of 
cycling. 
The bicycle network is free to be used by all participants of the NBBR to reach destinies within 
Berlin. 
For more information of the Bicycle-Network Building Workshop and Secure Transport For All, 
please visit: http://securetransportforall.blogsport.eu/en/bicycles/

Why Provisionary Venues?
Many of  the  programs above,  initially  running/  planned  within  the  O14a,  had  to  be  relocated 
provisonary due to the internal disrespectful behavior towards the NBBR participants, activities and 
contract agreements – within the O14a. Until the situation is solved the NBBR programs will have 
to  take  place  at  provisionary  venues  where  the  political,  legal,  mental  and  physical  safety  of 
participants is respected. More Information on the Situation within the O14a is available on the 
NBBR Blog        (http://nobordercampberlinreloaded.blogsport.eu/files/2014/04/nbbr-situation-of-
office-and-organisational-space-within-o14a1.pdf).

For More Information on the Programs: 
join the NBBR Info- and Soli-Tresen at Friedel 54 (space of Akarzien e.V.) with vegan food for all 
and drinks, on thursday 10.04, from 8 p.m. on!

Contact:
E-Mail: nobordercampberlin_reloaded@riseup.net                      
Blog: nobordercampberlinreloaded@blogsport.
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